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A marine archaeologist and a salvager join forces to search for a legendary treasure in this novel

thatÂ takes readers to the depths of the Caribbean and the heights of passion and suspenseâ€”from

#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts.Â Tate Beaumont has a passion for

treasure-hunting. Over the years, she and her father have uncovered many fabulous riches, but one

treasure has always eluded them: Angeliqueâ€™s Curseâ€”a jeweled amulet heavy with history,

dark with legend, and tainted with blood. In order to find this precious artifact, the Beaumonts

reluctantly form a partnership with salvagers Buck and Matthew Lassiter.Â As the Beaumonts and

Lassiters pool their resources to locate Angeliqueâ€™s Curse, the Caribbean waters darken with

shadowy deceptions and hidden threats. Their partnership is placed in jeopardy when Matthew

refuses to share informationâ€”including the truth behind his fatherâ€™s mysterious death. For now,

Tate and Matthew continue their uneasy allianceâ€”until danger and desire begin to rise to the

surfaceâ€¦ --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Suspense

If you want an underwater adventure story, this is a good one. Nora Roberts makes you feel as if

you were with the people diving in the ocean discovering the wonders of sea plus the excitement of

finding sunken ships with treasure. The bad guy is really bad and deserves his fate. The love story

is actually secondary to the treasure hunt and recovery but you root for the hero to re-win his lady's

love. There are surprises in the story as well but you will need to listen/read the story to find them



out for yourself. I enjoyed the story.

Am only part way through this book. It is fascinating and very hard to put down. I need to

concentrate on some other work but am very anxious to get back to reading this.

BUYER BEWARE!! Save your money! I wish I had read the  review in total before purchase. "...fails

to develop characters..." is a vast understatement. Even though it looks fairly recently published, I

hope it's not. Juvenile plot line. Jr. High angst. Must have been one of her first. I finished it because

I thought it would surely get better. It did not. Since I bought it for Kindle, it was full price. Enjoy,

Nora. I was a sucker.

*Marine archaeologist Tate Beaumont has a passion for treasure-hunting. The setting is the West

Indies and the quest is the search for "Angelique's Curse", a jewel encrusted amulet that has a

history of bringing bad luck to the owner. Beautiful, young Tate Beaumont is a marine archeologist,

who is on her parent's boat when she meets Matthew Lassiter, on another boat with his family of

salvage divers. Tate is immediately smitten with the handsome, athletic Matthew but there is no

immediate "happily every after story" yet. They part ways and meet up again years later to search

for the amulet. Behind all this is Silas Van Dyke, a ruthless businessman who will stop at nothing to

get what he wants. He was also responsible for the death of Matthew's father years ago and

Matthew will not rest until he evens the score.*I love the adventure in the story Driving for treasure is

So Exciting! Nora Roberts always does Such a Great job with her story telling I've Only read one

book by her I couldn't get into not this one a different book....The characters in this book are

amazing Story was Great!

Excellent book. This is one of my favorites by Nora Roberts. I have bought many of her books a

second time on Kindle, those that are my favorites and this one is one. Intrigue, action, romance all

you could want from a good story in this book, plus the way Nora Roberts writes one feels as if they

are experiencing the action ect...... I highly recommend this book. Excellent!!

Good read.

I love the Nora Roberts books that have adventure, fascinating characters, and locations that are a

bit off the beaten path. This book has it all. It is involved over a period of time and the story and



characters seamlessly meld. The world of deep sea diving for treasure was so real that I couldn't put

the book down.. Great story!! Nancy Kinder

Good read - seems author cut out some good stuff and jumped from scene to scene. Other wise

good book
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